
My top tweets for 2018, by month 
December: pervasive racial discrimination: in labor markets, in sports markets 

(Black players receive on average 20.5% less than their counterparts, all else 

equal) and in marriage markets 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228252272_Racial_Discrimination_and_Household_Chores  

November: In 1980-81, while a fellow at @Stanford's @CASBSStanford and 

working on my theoretical paper about how value of time established in 

marriage markets helps explain labor supply, I went to talk about it with Gary 

Becker @BeckerFriedman @CleoCZ @ShellyJLundberg  

October: Are policies of the Mormon Church based on good social science? 

@mileskimball  

September  

@HarryWatson1988 @lesbianplantkin And a certain level of misogyny is 

considered normal. @DrRobby does this have to do with Oedipus complex? 

August: atheism so popular in Kenya? does any country have an Atheist day 

considered a public holiday? why this day? @conradhackett 

twitter.com/conradhackett/… 

 July: @KhaledBeydoun I am no expert at measuring racism but as an 
observer I get the impression that African French are happier than African 
Americans. Before you give advice to the French perhaps you have ideas on 
making blacks happier in the US? Compensation for slavery heritage? 
@SandyDarity 

June "In Washington, D.C...the federal government reimbursed slaveholders for 
the cost of their human property, which is to say that the only time that the 
United States paid reparations for slavery it did so to the benefit of white 
people." - @jelani9 buff.ly/2MFJouQ  

May Mothers attend conferences much less than fathers do. In part due to such 

monetary costs but also because it may be emotionally costly. So women lose 

networking opportunities compared to men if they are more involved in 

childcare  

April: you are invited to my webinar organized by Gender and Economics 

group, part of the Young Scholar Initiative. The webinar will take place this 

Wednesday, april 18, 14:30-16:00 GMT The title of the talk: "Work in and 

outside the household " 
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March: slowing down of entry of women into economics ph Ds ac to REPEC 

data  

February: Since 2003 retirement age going back up 

https://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/social-security/articles/2018-02-

12/the-social-security-retirement-age-increases-in-2018 
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